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How to book and where to go?

https://bookwhen.com/

halsa-ckhcp

Slides and videos can be found at: 

https://halsawellbeing.com/kirklees_c

alderdale_resourcepage/

Need help:

Please email us:

Info@halsawellbeing.com

Phone us on: 03300 552122.

https://bookwhen.com/halsa-ckhcp
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Webinar Overview
➢ Understand why your thoughts are not who you are. 

➢ Explore why unproductive or self-damaging thoughts arise. Explain why such thoughts can then 
influence our feelings and behaviours, taking us away from our true goals.

➢ What are the different unproductive thoughts that can arise. 

➢ Learn how to manage these thoughts using four simple steps.

➢ Help your body control your brain. 

You will leave motivated to explore your own habitual thought loops, with a clear plan of 
how you can make small changes to influence your thought process.  This will allow you to 

improve your ‘self-talk’ and move towards your goals. 



Who is this session for? 

Anyone who experiences the following:

• Excessive nervousness or worry.
• Mild anxiety
• Mild periods of low moods.
• Overthinking / overanalysing

Anyone who does the following:
• Procrastination
• Overeating
• Phone scrolling
• Avoidance of exercise
• Over checking such as emails or doors. 

This session is not suitable for anyone 
who:

• Experiences debilitating anxiety
• Experiences debilitating depression i.e. 

you are not able to function with day 
to day living

• Suicidal thoughts 

This session is not suitable to address 
such issues. If you are suffering, please 
get in touch and we will find you 
someone to help.



“If you or anyone you know is feeling 

overwhelmed you can turn for help in the 

following places…”

• Refer to your Employer’s Own Staff Health and 

Wellbeing Support. Occupational Health, 

Employee Assistance Programme. Your HR 

Department/Line Manager

• Mental Health First Aiders or Wellbeing 

Champions.

• We can also get you the help you need so please 

email me Rebecca@halsawellbeing.com

Internal Resources

mailto:Rebecca@halsawellbeing.com


“We are what we repeatedly do. 
Excellence, then, is not an act, 

but a habit.”

Aristotle



The habit loop

2. Craving

3.Response4. Reward

1. Cue

Taken from Charles Duhigg (The Power of Habit), Nir Eyal 
(Hooked) and James Clear (Atomic Habits)

• “A Behaviour that has been 
repeated enough times to 
become automatic”

• This loop is highly effective at 
conserving energy.

• The body’s natural automated 
response.

• Getting energy requires energy



We can control our thoughts!

• When we have between 
50,000-70,000 thoughts per 
day, this means we 
have between 35 and 
48 thoughts per minute per 
person.

• So it is hardly surprising that so 
many of these thoughts are 
unproductive or cause us pain.

• But we can change our 
thinking habits just like we can 
change our physical habits!



Why do we need to manage our thoughts? 

• Thoughts drive our feelings. Strong 
emotional responses can be difficult 
to ignore and this in turn can drive 
our behaviour.

• Sometimes our thoughts can be 
exhausting and we just want to turn 
them off.

• Other times our thoughts can drive 
our feelings and our behaviours and 
take us away from our true goals. 

Feelings

BehavioursThoughts



When are your thoughts at their most 
productive? 

What behaviors do you exhibit? 



When are your thoughts at their most 
unproductive?

What do you say to yourself?



What behaviour do you then exhibit in this 

bad thought loop? 



Thinking Errors or 
Deceptive Thoughts

“Any False or inaccurate 
thought or any unhelpful 

or distracting impulse 
urge, or desire that takes 
you away from your true 
goals and intentions in 

life 
(i.e. your true self)”



Our thoughts often feel like who we really are.  
But you are not your brain! 

You and 
how you 

react

The Human

- Your mind

- The wise Advocate

- Conscious awareness

- Makes decisions about 
what you want

The Chimp

- Fast reacting 

- Interprets emotional input

- Impulses

- SurvivalThe Computer

- Your personal machine 

- Memory bank

- Holds info about the world

- Memory and automatic 
processes

▪ Our habits and automated 
processes are stored in the 
computer programme 

▪ The helpful ones are Autopilots
▪ The unhelpful ones are Gremlins 

and can be reprogrammed 

The Chimp Paradox – Prof Steve Peters, 2012



THE LIMBIC SYSTEM AND CORTEX

YOUR LIMBIC SYSTEM
• Hippocampus
• Amygdala
• Pituitary
• Hypothalamus

Releases 
neurochemicals

YOUR CORTEX  

Your rational thinking brain. Your inner voice. 
Looks for patterns in the present that match     

patterns you connected in the past.  

This is good GO FOR IT!

This is bad AVOID IT!

SENSORY DATA IN!



“Until you make the unconscious 

conscious, it will direct your life and you 

will call it fate”

We must begin the process of habit change 

with AWARENESS

Carl Jung (Psychologist)



➢ You cannot change what you are not aware of and you cannot
make choices about things you do not know exist.

➢ Become very aware of your thoughts. It is different from focus!

➢ Enhance your concentration so you can notice if these thoughts 
are deceptive. 

➢ Observe…

➢ Your initial thoughts, impulses, desires or cravings are 
involuntary, it is impossible to control them. But this will come 
from practicing the 4 steps. 

STEP 1: The Power of Awareness

ISOLATE IT

RECOGNISE IT

OBSERVE IT



➢ This exercise can be practiced and so it can 
become easier to increase your awareness. 

➢ First focus on your breath.

➢ Notice the physical sensations that you feel, 
including cravings. 

➢ Observe the emotional sensations that you 
experience. 

➢ What Habitual Patterns of action or inaction 
follow? 

STEP 1: The Power of Awareness

STOP – Take a Breath.

Ask yourself -
- What are the thoughts? 
- How do I feel physically? 
- What am I craving? 



➢ Lose time
➢ Lose energy
➢ Miss seeing what is happening around you
➢ Mishear what is happening around you
➢ Feel detached from reality (can’t get out of my head)
➢ This thought process is actually habitual and that habit 

will remain unless we call it out

➢ When you are lost in thought you are not productively 
problem solving but going over and over something 
repeatedly

➢ We often believe we are problem solving when we are 
not

When you are lost in thought… the churning vortex of plans, 
worries, fears and fantasies allow you to …



STEP 2: Relabel the process (call it out!)

Ruminating

Mind-wandering



If we judge, we feed the monster!

➢ Deceptive brain messages occur more 
frequently. 

➢ Uncomfortable sensations are more 
intense. 

➢ Habits become more entrenched     
and harder to resist. 

Deceptive brain message 
– I am hopeless at writing 

presentations

Physical – feel sick

Emotional – feel a sense 
of panic

Scroll on my phone – look 
at pictures of puppies

Feel better, no stress in 
puppies. Habit is 

strengthened 

Presentation does not get 
written – Reinforce sense 
of self. I am so useless, I 

am such a failure



If we recognize what is happening
It is like turning the light on! 

➢ Remove the deceptive message from 
your identity.

➢ Understand why the thoughts, feelings 
and actions occur.

➢ This breaks the neural pathways to 
stop the process.  

Deceptive brain 
message – I am 

hopeless at writing 
presentations

Physical – Feel Sick

Emotional – Feel a 
sense of panic

Scroll on my phone 
– look at pictures of 

puppies

STOP! I recognise 
this is a deceptive 

brain message!

I recognise why it is 
happening

Deceptive brain 
message – I am 

hopeless at writing 
presentations

Physical – feel sick

Emotional – feel a 
sense of panic

Scroll on my phone 
– look at pictures of 

puppies

STOP! I recognise 
this is a deceptive 

brain message!

I recognise why it is 
happening



Acceptance – removing the deceptive thought 

or actions from your self-identity.

Or understanding why these errors occur and 

that is not your fault.

➢ This is a biological process coming from my 
chimp – like social rejection. 

➢ Or, this is coming from my computer which has 
been programmed incorrectly.

➢ If we believe it is our fault, then we feed the 
monster!



• More than one thinking 
error can occur at any one
time.

• It is not important to 
name the error 
correctly, only to 
recognize it.



Thinking Errors or Deceptive thoughts 

“ (i.e. your true self)”

• Thinking errors are 
generated by the brain.

• “The brain 
receives, inputs and 
generates the passive 
side of experience, 
whereas the mind is 
active, focusing attention 
and making decisions.”



STEP 3: Respond – your action or inaction

➢ Action: Engage the Wise Advocate, your mind, the 
reasoning human inside you. Advise yourself like you 
would a friend.

➢ The rational voice that acts in your best interests based on 
your desire to achieve goals and be cared for. 

➢ Have a mental plan, a dialogue which you can pull out 
when you need it. 

➢ Write this down! Or discuss it with a friend or partner. 

➢ This is key to the re-wiring of your habitual thought 
processes. 



Write down your plan 

MY DECEPTIVE THOUGHT PROCESS PLAN

Step 1: How do your emotions or deceptive brain messages feel physically?
How do you feel emotionally? 
How does this change your behaviour? (Avoidance, phone scrolling, emotional eating?  

Step 2: Call it out – pick your own label and notice – from a place of acceptance. (This is not who you are).
- If I am unsure if this is a deceptive brain message, I will ask myself if my feelings are appropriate to the 

situation and why?
- Ask myself would others respond in this way? 
- Discuss with a trusted friend or colleague. 

Step 3: When I experience a deceptive brain message I shall:
- Engage in some focused breathing.
- Surf the urge for 2 mins and notice the physical and emotional sensations.
- Use an anchor statement to get you back on track. 



Breathe

https://soundcl

oud.com/halsawe

llbeing/anxiety

-meditation/s-

7LHJY3ahe0c

https://soundcloud.com/halsawellbeing/anxiety-meditation/s-7LHJY3ahe0c


Techniques:

Leaves on a stream – imagine each thought, 
feeling or memory being on a leaf which is 
floating on a stream, swirling away as you sit 
and watch. 

. 

Stay with your feelings, don’t try and push them away. 

Surf the urge – the 2 min rule. When 
an urge takes hold, notice it and ride 
it like a wave for 10 mins or 2 
mins. Neither pushing them away, 
nor acting on them helps us cope 
until the feeling subsides.



• Reframe your mindset. Highlight the benefits of avoiding 
your bad habit or completing your new habit.

• A higher purpose or anchor statement can really help bring this home. 

• Find a feeling (desire or urge) that you want or don’t want.

• Use these statements to help you select the choices that represent the person you 
want to be… 

.

Try an anchor statement “The cause of your 
habits is actually the 

prediction that 
precedes them”

➢ Replace “I have had a terrible day. I am 
exhausted, nothing went right.”

➢ “I move forward and learn from today.”
➢ “I can handle whatever comes my way.”

➢ “I choose calm not chaos”
➢ If you find procrastination or exhaustion 

difficult, this is a great one to reset the mind 
and move forward with preparation. “This is 
no time for perfection” Bravery & Motion



STEP 4: Redirect your energy

“Direct your attention towards an activity or mental 
process that is productive – even while the false and 
deceptive urges, thoughts, impulses and sensations are 
still present.”

• Step 3 required a mental process, this requires a 
physical process.

• You can use the same energy that the deceptive 
brain message produces to push you forward into a 
healthier action. 

• Have a plan that is clear and specific. 

✓ It is not about being distracted.
✓ Push through with the 2 min rule. 



The end goal – Your new responses and 

thought processes become part of who 

you are. 

▪ By challenging your thought process in this way, you allow 
yourself to change your thought habits.

▪ This in turn changes how you view yourself.

▪ Neurons that wire together fire together – you are changing how 
the neurons fire.

▪ Neuroplasticity – brain functions and circuits can change. 

▪ You will have sculpted a new path for your brain’s messages to 
take, once you have chosen what aims towards your goals not 
against them.

“You will finally see who you are – not who 
your brain has been telling you that you are –

and put yourself in the driver's seat for the 
rest of your life.”

You are not your brain



Managing the brain 
with the body

• We all know that ‘the 
monster’ is hungriest when 
we are tired, hungry or have 
not exercised. 

• The body and the brain rely 
heavily on each other. 
Looking after just one other 
element of your self-care will 
have a knock-on effect to 
managing your thoughts.



Resilience

The ability of matter to spring back quickly 

into shape after being bent, stretched, or 

deformed.

“Our capacity to cope, our response to 

adversity, our ability to recover and rise.”



Conclusion
➢ The habit loop is highly effective at conserving energy, it ’s the body’s 

natural automated response. 

➢ Our habit responses are stored in our ‘computer ’ and are responsible for 
much of how we think and the actions we undertake, such as binge eating, 
drinking, smoking or avoidance behaviour such as obsessive use of social 
media, Netflix, video games etc…

➢ We can use the habit loop to our advantage and develop habits that aid our 
wellbeing, particularly in times of stress. 

➢ We can refer to this as re-programming the computer, it takes time and 
effort, but the benefits can be enormous.



Action...
➢ Decide what it is you want to change. Why? Bring a higher purpose 

statement to this change.

- Start being aware of your thought loops.
- Call out your thought loops for what they are. Use the slides to name 

them or give them your own name.
- Accept the deceptive thought messages for what they are – they are 

not part of you. 
- Engage the mind – have a plan for how to deal with the thoughts as 

they arise. 
- Never judge yourself for the thoughts. It is how you respond that 

matters, the thoughts can still be present.
- Refocus – engage in a task which also benefits your body, which will 

further assist the mind. 



Take home message!

Step 1. 
Awareness

• Stop and breathe.

• Ask yourself – how do you feel physically and emotionally?

• Ask yourself – what are you craving?

Step 2. 
Relabel

• Label your thought for what it is. “hmmm Rebecca you are ruminating”

• Do this from a place of acceptance.

Step 3. 
Respond

• Use your action plan here.

• Such as ‘leaves on a stream’ or ‘surf the urge’, an anchor statement or 
focused breath work.

Step 4. 
Redirect

• Redirect your physical energy. 

• Your thoughts can still be there.



“When the big things are out of control, 

simple habits can help”

HÄLSA WELLBEING



Limit Life stressors – new habits to keep the stress at 

bay!

Habit Transformation Group – Wednesday 5th October 12.30 - 1 hour

Every Wednesday for 8 weeks.

Have you already tried and failed at yet another resolution? Have you ever tried to kick 

a bad habit or start a new one? Do you always start well and then continuously fail?

Most of us know what we need to do to improve our wellbeing, we know what makes 

us feel good and what makes us feel bad. So why is it so hard to make changes?

Over 8 sessions we unpack the science of habit formation, giving you some easy and 

practical techniques to make sustainable change to your wellbeing. You will pick one 

outdated habit to break, pick something new and then make it stick! What will you pick?

The science of behavioural change shows it is easier to make change when we are 

part of a supported group so we will help to coach and support each other.



Limit Life stressors – new habits to keep the stress at 

bay!

Invest In Yourself: Improve your working Day! - Wednesday 19th October 11am - 50mins

Working from home? Love it or hate it there are always improvements you can make to your day. 

Take an hour out to invest in your most important asset - you! You will learn how to implement 

boundaries between work and home life. Improve your willpower and productivity. We will also 

explore how you can combat loneliness and improve collaboration. You will leave with a clear plan 

of how to build a brilliant day working from home and with some essential lifelines for those days 

when it all goes wrong!

Invest in yourself: Social Care – Wednesday 16th November 11am - 50mins

This session will focus on staff working in Social Care areas. We know how challenging things have 

been for you recently and how difficult it is to take time for important self-care. You will leave this 

session with some tools and tips on how to invest time in your most important asset – YOU!!



Compassionate YOU - Monday 21st November 12.30 -

40mins

In today’s world we are bombarded with images of the

perfectly curated life. However in reality, we never quite

manage to get on top of the inbox, the to do list, the

washing basket, the list of patients or the actions that

need attention. So how do we stay on top of this

demanding schedule without being completely engulfed

by it all? In this session, we explore some new ways of

thinking without needing more budget and without needing

more time. Leave this session with a refreshing mental

plan to deal with the ‘never ending’ demands that life can

make on us

Psychological



Thank You
Follow up: 

▪ Feedback/Questions to Rebecca@halsawellbeing.com

mailto:Rebecca@halsawellbeing.com
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▪ The Power of Habit, why we do what we do and how to change . Charles Duhigg, 

2013

• Atomic Habits. James Clear, 2018

• Body Thrive. Cate Stillman

• Indistractable, How to Control Your Attention and Choose Your Life. Nir Eyal 

• The Chimp Paradox – Prof Steve Peters, 2012

• The Silent Guides – Prof Steve Peters, 2018 

• You are not your brain – The 4-step solution for changing Bad Habits, Ending 
Unhealthy Thinking, and Taking Control of Your Life. Jeffrey M. Schwartz and 
Rebecca Gladding. 2002


